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ABSTRACT

In popular music information retrieval systems, users have the opportunity to tag musical objects to express their personal preferences, thus providing valuable insights about the formulation of user groups/communities. In this article, the authors focus on the analysis of social tagging data to reveal coherent groups characterized by their users, tags and music objects (e.g., songs and artists), which allows for the expression of discovered groups in a multi-aspect way. For each group, this study reveals the most prominent users, tags, and music objects using a generalization of the popular web-ranking concept in the social data domain. Experimenting with real data, the authors’ results show that each Tag-Aware group corresponds to a specific music topic, and additionally, a three way ranking analysis is performed inside each group. Building Tag-Aware groups is crucial to offer ways to add structure in the unstructured nature of tags.
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INTRODUCTION

Social tagging is the process of adding metadata by users in the form of keywords to annotate information items. In the case of music, the annotated items can be songs, artists, albums and playlists. Social tags are widely used, as high volume sources of descriptive metadata for music. Tags give the opportunity to a user to express his opinion, aiming to capture his personal view of resources he is interested in, including information about genre, mood, instrumentation and quality. A question is arising, why using tags is beneficial for music information. The paramount motivations are, firstly building playlists by tagging songs and secondly, summarizing and categorizing a user profile using recommendation systems based on tags. This way, social tags have become important for Music Information Retrieval. In particular, tags can provide an insight to user behavior and language usage, e.g., how different is “rap” from “hip-hop”. Additional benefits are grouping music items based on tags,
finding social groups with shared interests, e.g., people that tag the same items or use the same tags, and generating user profiles from tagging behavior, e.g., tag clouds based on tags applied by the user or representing his taste. Therefore, many music discovery and recommendation systems support the social tagging of music. According to Lamere (2008), social tags are used to help searching for items, exploring for new items, finding similar items, and finding other listeners with similar interests.

To assist in exploring and suggesting tags, some systems cluster similar tags together. These tag clusters can assist users in either applying tags or in identifying alternatives that may be useful in their search. Tag clustering has become an important issue for Music Information Retrieval systems. “Tag Radio” and “Tag Cloud” comprise two of the most popular applications of tag clustering. A music search engine can support a user-end tagging or labeling of artists, albums, and songs to create a site-wide folksonomy of music. Users can browse via tags, but the important benefit is the tag radio, permitting users to play music that has been tagged a certain way. The tagging process can be performed by genre “garage rock”, mood “chill”, artist characteristic “baritone”, or any other form of user-defined classification “seen live”. Listeners can search for artists or songs that have been tagged with a particular tag, or they can tune into “Tag Radio” where they listen to music that has been tagged with a particular tag.

On the other hand, it has been proved that sometimes tag clustering is not strong enough by itself to satisfy the listeners’ requirements. Often users need to obtain results in a ranked list, where the position of each result should be taken into account. A question arising is why ranking is important in Music Information Retrieval. In the more general field of Information Retrieval, ranking of query/search answers has become mandatory for internet searches. When the answers of a query or search are varying in quality and are large in numbers, it is necessary to rank/order these answers based on some criteria. From a users’ viewpoint, ranking is extremely useful especially when associated with the retrieval of a few (top-k) answers. This way, ranking has also become an important issue in music search engines, a basic application of Music Information Retrieval on the internet.

A premature form of ranking in music search engines can be found. For example, people often run upon tag clouds, while visiting music search engines, e.g., Last.fm. A particular song, artist, or user can be described by a tag cloud. For example, if a tag cloud describes a certain artist, by clicking on a particular tag in the tag cloud, all artists that have been frequently tagged with that tag will be displayed. In particular, we note that larger fonts in such displays indicate most popular tags, like in Figure 1, where the font size is scaled by the tag’s weight (popularity or rank).

Tag clouds consist of collective information from users and provide a visual illustration for these tags. They effectively provide a good overview about a certain music topic like “The Beatles” in Figure 1, and describe it in instant. However, although tag clouds virtually hide the notions of users and music objects (such as songs, artists, albums etc), these two dimensions, e.g., users and music objects are visually missing from a (regular) tag cloud and simultaneously the respective ranking is also omitted. Therefore, from a social music tagging system there is a demand for a more powerful grouping and representation of information based on these three entities (i.e., tags, users, music objects), in which also a ranked list should be provided. Instead of just using tags, here we propose an enriched representation of the three entities by embedding them into a group called Tag-Aware group, in which the results are provided in ranked lists and each group refers to a certain music topic.

Next, an example of a Tag-Aware group referring to Beatles and similar artists is provided, whereas further discussion about this group follows in the results’ subsection. Figure 2 presents four clouds, i.e., user, tag, song and artist clouds, quite opposite of Figure 1, where only one tag cloud appears. Evidently, a Tag-Aware group provides extra information
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